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“The Elephant´s Memory” is a visual language based on 150 logograms 
and a two-dimensional, non-linear associative grammar organising
the writing and reading of sentences without directional convention.
It is a linguistic toy, a playfull environment to communicate with,
create riddles, visual narratives and poetry. 

The project started in 1993 and has received since then international attention 
( Apple Learnig Technology Review, MIT medialab, etc..) .

It is still under development.

1. Stories without Words
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THE ELEPHANT IS GOING HOME 
(BY WALK)
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WHAT ARE YOU SAYING? WHAT DO YOU OWN?
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IF YOU DON´T TALK TO ME ANYMORE,
I WILL CRY.
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I BUY YOUR CAR FOR LOTS OF MONEY.
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A logographic language. 

This research project centered on the creation and development of a logographic language and its subsequent “logographic processor”. 
It led to the  realisation of a coherent language consisting of more than 150 graphic signs, and a set of grammatic rules associating the signs 
with one another in a non-linear space. “Elephant´s Memory” is the only system of its kind.  

- Above and following pages : samples of an article describing Elephant´s Memory in Apple ́s “Learning Technology review” ( 1999) .
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The Logographic Processor.

The language “Elephant´s Memory” is to be red and written with a software nicknamed the “Logographic Processor”.
This environment is conceived using a classical interface repertoir reminiscent of early MacPaint and Hypercard programs. 

- System description illustrated and published in Apple ́s “Learning Technology review” ( 1999) .
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Sample page of the Logographic dictionary.
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Sample page of the Logographic dictionary.
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A non-linear Grammar.

The language “Elephant´s Memory” is to be red and written free of directional conventions : 
one can start and stop wherever one wants, following the polarities and associations devised by the writer, 
reconstructing the meaning of the whole by unveiling meaningful spacial connections between the parts.

- Sample sentence: “I am going by walk to your mother’s house, while thinking of the city where my father’s friends live”.
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The Language´s syntax resembles a molecular structure.
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“ I am wondering why you never speak to me.”
- Sentence Construction
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“ I am walking up the highest mountain.”
- Sentence Construction
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“Elephant´s Memory” is an attractive system to develop language related tools & applications, 
from playful messaging systems to linguistic toys and interface protocols .

The Language is conceived to be adaptable to all sorts of media, from multitouch screens to a simple stick in the sand.
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“Elephant´s Memory” can be used in hyperlinking space as much as a 2-dimensional surface 
without loosing its semantic properties,  fullfiling the old fantasy of a writing system usable on any surface, 
from a cave wall to the internet. With more than 150+ signs, Elephan´s Memory is open to arborescent further developments.
It currently provides the basis for a non-linear visual storytelling tool mapping plot structures, elements and relationships.
The project aims to set up open laboratories for all to participate in the creation of visual dialects on the internet.
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